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Abstract

The effect of conditions and designs on the conformation of DNA nanostars

by

Duanyang Wang

DNA and RNA nanostars are model colloids that undergo liquid-liquid phase sepa-

ration to form empty liquids and hydrogels. The properties and phase behavior of these

novel materials depend on the structure and flexibility of their component nanostars, but

experimental studies that correlate those parameters with nanostar design are currently

lacking. To help guide nanostar design for desired colloidal behavior in the absence of

experimental characterization, we study the effect of common design parameters on the

conformational fluctuations of nanostars under typical temperature and salt conditions

using the coarse-grained simulation tools oxDNA2 and oxRNA2. We observe that the

overall mass distribution of a nanostar is often not spherically symmetric due to the

tendency for the double-helical arms to base-stack across the junction. We further ob-

serve the distribution of inter-arm angles differs markedly between conformations with

and without stacked arms, especially in three- and four-armed nanostars. We quantify

a nanostar’s propensity to stack as a function of the number of arms and the number

(and type) of junction bases. Results are similar/different for RNA and DNA nanostars,

despite (OR) consistent with the differences between A-form (RNA) and B-form (DNA)

double-helices. In addition to informing nanostar experiments, these results can serve to

guide patchy particle design for increasingly coarse-grained simulations of nucleic acid

liquids and gels.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the early 1980’s, inspired by the naturally occurring but inherently unstable branched

DNA junctions that arise during replication and recombination, N. Seeman and col-

leagues invented immobile branched junctions (IBJs).[1] These low-sequence-symmetry

structures have since become the basis for structural DNA nanotechnology, enabling

stable two- and three-dimensional construction of a wide array of building blocks and

devices.

In the early 2010’s, F. Sciortino, T. Bellini and colleagues showed that single IBJs with

self-complimentary sticky ends at the distal end of each branch could serve as a model

colloidal particle of controlled valence [2], for which they coined the name ‘nanostar’, and

used them to study the phase behavior of the empty liquids. The inherent biocompata-

bility, facile functionalization, and designability of DNA nanostars has propelled interest

in DNA nanostar-based materials.

Here we use the coarse-grained simulation tools oxDNA2 to study the conformational

fluctuations of single nanostars with different numbers of arms, f = 3, 4, 5, 6, which are all

linked by a different number of unpaired bases per arm, n = 0, 1, 2, 5, 10. We characterize

the distributions of overall mass and inter-arm angles for each design condition across a
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Introduction Chapter 1

range of temperatures, 20◦C ≤ T ≤ 50◦C, and salt concentrations, 0.05 M ≤ [NaCl] ≤

0.5 M. We identify base-stacking across the junction as a major determinant of nanostar

conformation and measure the propensity for stacking. The simulations suggest that

stacking propensity ranges from negligible to saturated among designs and conditions

that are commonly used in experiments. We consider the implications for increasingly

coarse-grained simulation of nanostar condensates using a patchy particle representation.
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Chapter 2

Methods

Nanostars with f = 3, 4, 5, 6 arms linked by different numbers of adenine bases at the

junction were simulated using oxDNA2 under different temperature and salt conditions,

as listed in Table 2.1.

2.1 Modeling

Nanostars were constructed in oxView[3] based on strand sequences from a recent

experimental study[4]. Each strand comprised two 20-base-long “arm” regions sepa-

rated by a variable number of unpaired “junction” bases and a 6-base-long “sticky” (i.e.,

palindromic) region at the 5’-end and separated from the arm by a single adenine base

(Fig 2.1). OxView outputs (i) a topology file that specifies the type, strand, and adja-

cent bases for each base, and (ii) an initial, unrelaxed conformation file, which specifies a

simulation box size and the location of the center of mass of each base therein, as well as

each base’s backbone-base unit vector, normal unit vector, linear velocity, and rotational

velocity [5].

The conformational fluctuations of isolated DNA nanostars were simulated from

3



Methods Chapter 2

T
[NaCl]

0.05 M 0.1 M 0.3 M 0.5 M

20◦C 2
0 1 2

2
0 1 2

5 10 5 10

23◦C 2 2 2 2

27◦C 2 2 2 2

30◦C 2
0 1 2

2
0 1 2

5 10 5 10

40◦C 2 2 2 2

50◦C 2 2 2 2

Table 2.1: Design parameters and environmental conditions explored in this work. For
every combination of temperature, salt concentration and number of central adenine
bases (circled) listed, an isolated nanostar with either three, four, five or six arms was
simulated.
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Methods Chapter 2

3 arms 4 arms

6 arms5 arms

Figure 2.1: Example conformations generated by oxDNA for nanostars with 3, 4, 5,
and 6 arms and 2 central unpaired adenine bases (red) at the junction. Apart from
the adenines, the first base pairs (pink) of each arm are also considered as a part of the
junction. For each arm number, narm, the number of unpaired junction bases, njxn,
ranged through 0,1,2,5,10. In all cases, arms were 20 base pairs (blue) long with 7
unpaired bases (green) at their distal end. All the oxDNA configuration and topology
files used in this study are available upon request.

oxView output files using oxDNA2. oxDNA2 is a coarse-grained, implicit solvent models

in which each nucleotide is represented by three particles: one for the backbone and two

for the nucleobase.[6] OxDNA2 accurately represents the different widths of the major

and minor grooves of B-form double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), accurately reproduces the

mechanical properties of single- and double-stranded DNA in terms of their respective

Kuhn (1.9 nm) and persistence (125 bp) lengths, and incorporates a limited amount of

sequence specificity by attributing different energies to AA and TT base stacking and

preventing mismatched bases from forming hydrogen bonds.

In all cases, temperature was fixed using a simple ”john” thermostat, meaning that,

after integrating Newton’s equations of motion for 103 time steps, the simulation re-

freshed each particle’s speed, by sampling the Maxwell distribution for the chosen tem-

perature, and each particle’s orientation, in accordance with a particle diffusion coefficient

of D = 2.5.[7] All input and output files are provided upon request.
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Methods Chapter 2

2.2 Relaxation

Initial conformations were relaxed by propagating the dynamics of the system, first

for ≥ 15 ns while imposing low maximum backbone forces and then for another 30µs

setting the maximum backbone forces to be 10-times larger – the same as in the final

simulation. Trajectories were created by propagating the dynamics of the system for

151.5 ns with a simulation time step of 1.5 fs and saving a conformation every 151.5 ps.

Trajectories were then checked for proper relaxation. Those with conformations con-

taining unpaired base pairs were preserved if the unpairing was transient and plausibly

attributed to thermal fluctuations (e.g., if it occurred near the ends of a double helix).

Those in which bases designed to be paired were found unpaired throughout were deemed

”not relaxed” and a new trajectory was computed following a longer relaxation period.

Properly relaxed trajectories were further checked for diffusion artifacts. Whenever

both ends of a DNA strand drift out of the box, oxDNA2 shifts that strand by an integer

multiple of the box size. Periodic boundary conditions ensure that the simulation is

unaffected, but calculations based on the trajectory files can be distorted. Therefore,

whenever such a shift occurred, the periodic boundary condition (PBC) correction found

in oxView was applied [3]. The PBC correction re-centers the simulation box about the

center of mass of the nanostar[8] and translates the errant strand back to its place within

the nanostar.

2.3 Identification of stacked arms

Conformations with stacked arms were identified based on the relative alignment and

positions of the junction bases, which includes the first base pairs of every arm and the

adenine bases between arms, if any. For trajectories created using oxDNA2, in which
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Figure 2.2: (A) Close-ups of the junction in a 4-arm nanostar with 2 central adenine
bases in conformations identified as stacked (left) and unstacked (right). Stacked arms
pairs were identified based on the relative alignment and positions of the junction
bases, which includes the first base pairs of every arm and the adenine bases between
arms, if any, according to the protocol described in the methods section. (B) Time
series of the inter-arm angle, θ, between an arm pair of a 4-arm nanostar with 2 central
adenine bases at 20 ◦C and 0.5 M [NaCl], with its running average with time window
= 1.5 fs overlaying as shadow. Dots colored green indicate time instances at which
the arm pair is considered ’stacked’. The distribution of inter-arm angles of stacked
arm pairs is narrower and centers at a higher degree, 150 ◦, compared to that of
the normal case. Detailed summary of how such distributions change with respect to
conditions and designs can be found in Fig 3.2

the double-helices are B-form, the orientation of the 1st base pair in an arm was defined

by the normalized difference of the unit normal vectors of its bases. 1 Any two arms, i

and j, whose 1st base pairs were aligned (as defined by n̂i · n̂j < −0.85) were identified

as stacked if their separation along the line connecting their centers of mass, d, was

consistent with the number, n, of stacked adenine bases between them. Specifically, the

criteria for consistency was

d ≤ (N + 1) · (1.1nm) · (1.5) , (2.1)

1We take the difference rather than the sum due to the anti-parallel nature of the two strands in the
double-helix.

7
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where 1.1 nm is the typical axial separation between base pairs in B-form dsDNA and

the factor of 1.5 allows excursions up to 150 %.

The current protocol relies on the unique features of B-form dsDNA, and thus it is not

applicable to the A-form dsRNA nanostars. The protocol is updated to accommodate

dsRNA in our upcoming project, but all the results here are still based on the protocol

described.

Because oxDNA2 explicitly prevent hydrogen bonds between non-canonical Watson-

Crick base pairs, two adenines were taken to be paired when the following conditions

(inspired by those the model uses for canonical base pairs) were met:

• the dot product of their backbone-base unit vectors is < 0;

• the dot product of their normal unit vectors is < 0;

• the distance between their centers of mass is < 150 % of the typical distance for a

base pair;

• their unit normal vectors are each perpendicular to the line connecting their centers

of mass (|n̂Ai
× (x⃗1 − x⃗1)| > 0.99); and,

• their backbone-base unit vectors are nearly parallel to the line connecting their

centers of mass(|b̂bAi
× (x⃗1 − x⃗1)| < 0.86).

To prevent otherwise long episodes of arm-stacking from being fragmented by isolated

conformations in which, for example, a single base-flip prevented the pairing of adenines,

we required stacking events to persist for at least for 30.3 fs. Specifically, for each arm

pair, we considered a sliding window of 1.5 ns (# saved conformations). If the arm

pair qualified as stacking for the majority of that time, that arm pair was classified as

stacking in the central time frame of the sliding window. Otherwise, it was classified as

not stacking.

8



Chapter 3

Results

To assess and compare nanostar conformations across all design and environmental con-

ditions simulated, we considered the spatial distribution of a nanostar’s mass and the

relative orientations of its arms.

3.1 Mass Distribution

We quantified the nanostar mass distribution in terms of its three principal moments

of inertia, λi, which we calculated by diagonalizing the inertia tensor,

Iij ≡
N∑
k=1

mk

(
∥rk∥2 δij − x

(k)
i x

(k)
j

)
, (3.1)

under the assumption that all bases have the same mass. We then ordered the eigenvalues,

λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3, and defined two parameters Ω = λ3/λ2 and Π = λ2/λ1 to classify the

overall shape of the mass distribution. Ω ≫ Π indicates an oblate mass distribution

and Ω ≪ Π indicates a prolate one. When both Ω ∼ 1 and Π ∼ 1 the the mass

distribution is spherical. Fig ??a shows the correspondence between these parameters
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and the anisotropy parameter k2 = 1− (27λ1λ2λ3)/(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
3, which has been used

to characterize the sphericity of a 4-armed nanostar’s conformation[9]. Lines of constant

k2 run roughly perpendicular to a line of slope 1 in Π− Ω space.

To visualize the effect of design and environmental conditions on nanostar shape,

we generated heat-maps of the probability distribution p(Π,Ω) for each trajectory using

Gaussian Kernel Density Estimation with an empirical bandwidth of 0.2 [?]. Fig. ??b

presents heat maps derived from trajectories simulated at 20◦C with either 0.1 M or 0.5

M NaCl. (Similar arrays derived from trajectories simulated at 30°C are given in the

ESI.) The heat map colors are normalized to range from dim brown, through yellow and

green to deep blue with white at half the maximum value.

In 0.1 M NaCl, both 6-arm and 5-arm nanostars are mostly spherical. Increasing

the number of adenines in the junction allows some prolate conformations, but even

with 10 adenines between linked arms, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) for

these nanostars lies almost entirely below the dashed k2 = 0.1 line. By contrast, 3-arm

nanostars in 0.1 M NaCl are almost never spherical, even with 10 adenines between linked

arms. Their conformations are mostly planar and skew prolate.

The shape distribution of 4-arm nanostars is comparably richer and sensitive to the

number of adenines between linked arms. With no adenines in the junction, 4-arm

conformations straddle the k2 = 0.1 line and skew oblate. With two adenines between

linked arms, they have a distinctly bi-modal distribution and rarely explore the spherical

regime. With 10 linking adenines, the more oblate mode persists but the more prolate

one recedes into the spherical regime.

In 0.5 M NaCl, all nanostars explore increasingly prolate conformations. The dis-

tributions of 3-arm and 6-arm nanostar shapes are merely broadened. The distribution

of 5-arm nanostar shapes, which resembled that of 6-arm shapes in 0.1 M NaCl, bears

more similarilty to that of 4-arm nanostars in 0.5 M NaCl. With no adenines in the junc-

10
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tion, both rarely acquire a spherical mass distribution. With 10 linking adenines, both

are bimodal, acquiring a distinct oblate shape less frequently than a more spherically

distributed one.

3.2 Inter-Arm Angle

To characterize the spatial distribution of ssDNA binding sites (i.e., the size and

placement of sticky ‘patches’ in a patchy-particle model) we measured the angles between

every pair of arms. We define an inter-arm angle to be the angle formed by the vectors

pointing from the center of mass of the 8th base pair to that of the 18th base pair in each of

two 20 base pair-long arms. We call those arm pairs that share a DNA strand “linked”,

and those that have no DNA strand in common “unlinked”. We distinguish between

inter-arm angles in conformations containing one or more stacked arms, and those in

conformations containing none. The mean and standard deviation of every angle type

observed more than 100 times in a 4-arm nanostar are summarized in Fig 3.2.

Across all nanostar designs simulated, and for all types of inter-arm angles (linked or

unlinked, stacked or unstacked), increasing temperature or increasing salt consistently

results in broader angle distributions. The relative magnitudes of the two effects are

as expected for the associated change in Debye length (Fig A.1): a 10% increase in

temperature from ∼ 300K (20◦C) to ∼ 330K (50◦C) has less of an effect than doubling the

NaCl concentration from 0.05 M to 0.1 M, and no detectable effect once [NaCl] > 0.3M.

By contrast, the effect of increasing temperature or salt on the mean of the angle

distribution differs qualitatively across types of arm pairs. In conformations containing

one or more stacked arm pairs (‘stacked conformations’), temperature and salt have no

systematic effect. In conformations without stacking, the mean angle between unlinked

arm pairs decreases, while that of linked arm pairs increases. Thus stacking across the

11
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junction strongly constrains nanostar shape and, in the absence of stacking, a Debye

length that extends beyond adjacent bases favors straightening ssDNA in the junction

over separating all arms equally.

Independent of temperature and salt conditions, increasing the number of arms or

the number of adenine bases that link arms at the junction also results in broader angle

distributions. A discrete jump in standard deviation, from σ < 35◦ to σ > 35◦, occurs

in stacked conformations as Narms goes from 4 to 5. By contrast, the dependence of σ

on Narms in conformations without stacking is barely discernable. This suggests that

the jump can be attributed to steric hindrance between unstacked arms within stacked

conformations. A steady rise in the standard deviation of the effect of arm number, Narm,

is arguably a statistical consequence of the greater number of arm pairs rather than, say,

a reduction in junction stiffness. This can be seen from the lack of an arm-number effect

on the angular variance of linked arm pairs, the number of which increases only linearly

with Narm, as compared to the angular variance of unlinked arm pairs, the number of

which increases quadratically (∼
(
Narms

2

)
).

Increasing the number of arms necessarily reduces the solid-angle available per arm,

and so might be expected to push the means of all inter-arm angles toward lower values.

The effect is significant only in conformations without stacked arm pairs and then only

at low salt.

Interestingly, increasing the number of unpaired junction bases has no consistent effect

on the mean inter-arm angle. Four-armed nanostars, which tend to form stable, X-like

structures with two stacked arm pairs, have the strongest inter-arm angle correlations.

Unlinked arms adopt smaller angles because the entropic cost of confining ssDNA in

the junction pushes linked arm pairs towards larger angles. The distinction between

the means is lost in five-armed nanostars as the lack of symmetry reduces correlations,

and also in six-arm nanostars as the variety of arm-pairings possible leads to greater

12
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randomness.

3.3 Propensity to stack

We observed that sometimes two arms ‘stack’ together, forming a continuous stretch

of B-form dsDNA with an inter-arm angle ≳ 150◦. By assessing the continuity of base

stacking between every arm pair in every conformation of a nanostar, we quantified the

stacking propensity,Pstack, of different nanostar designs and under different conditions:

Pstack =
nstacked

ntotal · (narms ÷ 2)
,

where nstacked is the number of stacked arm pairs observed throughout the entire simula-

tion trajectory, ntotal is the total number of conformatons in the trajectory (1000 for all

our simulations), and narms÷ 2 is the maximum number of stacked arm pairs possible for

the nanostar of interest (a function of its number of arms). For example, a 4-arm nanos-

tar that has 2 stacked arm pairs in 400 frames, 1 stacked arm pair in 500 frames, and no

stacked arm pair in 100 frames, would have Pstack = (400 · 2 + 500)/(2 · 1000) = 0.65.

The results (Fig 3.3) show that a nanostar is more likely to have stacked arms when at

a higher salt concentration or a lower temperature, or when it has fewer central adenine

bases or fewer arms. Changing salt concentration or the number of central adenine

bases produces much more significant effect compared to temperature or arm number.

At higher salt concentrations, the electrostatic repulsion between backbone phosphates is

more effectively screened by counterions. In the absence of electrostatic repulsion, dipole-

dipole interactions between aligned bases can be strong enough to overcome entropic cost

of confining the bases.
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Figure 3.1: Mass distribution of nanostars. a) Shape space as defined by ratios of
the ordered principal moments of inertia, λ1 < λ2 < λ3. Along the vertical axis,
Π = λ2/λ1 (horizontal) measures the degree of prolaticity. Ω := λ3/λ2 measures
the degree of oblaticity. The ratio correspondence between these parameters and
the anisotropy parameter k2 b) Probability distribution in shape space for isolated
nanostars with f = 3, 4, 5, 6 and n = 0, 2, 10 adenine bases in the junction at 20°C
and 0.1 M NaCl (upper) and 0.5 M NaCl (lower). Colors are normalized to range from
dim brown, through yellow and green to deep blue with white at half the maximum
value. Distributions for all other nanostar designs and conditions in this study are
presented in supplemental Figure Sn.
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Figure 3.2: The effect of conditions and designs on the different inter-arm angles of a
nanostar when its conformation (a) does or (b) does not contain stacked arm pairs.
As the number of central adenines, or salt concentration increase, the distribution
of all types of angles broadens. Increasing temperature produces minor and incon-
sistent effects. The angles of stacked arm pairs always feature high means and low
variances. In conformations that contain stacked arm pairs, the variances of 3- and
4-arm nanostars’ angles of unstacked (linked and unlinked) arms are comparable, but
smaller than those of the 5- and 6-arm nanostars. Furthermore, the 5- and 6-arm
nanostars’ angles of unlinked arms have larger variances and comparable means than
the linked arms, while in 4-arm nanostars unlinked arms have comparable variances
and smaller means. For conformations that contain no stacked arm pairs, the means
of angles (linked and unlinked) drop as the number of arms increases. In addition,
the trend of the unlinked arm pairs’ angles has a smaller upper-bound when having
more arms.
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Figure 3.3: Stacking propensity in nanostars of different designs at 20◦C and 30◦C
and at 0.1 M and 0.5 M NaCl. is defined as: Pstack = nstacked/(ntotal · nmaxstacked),
where nstacked is the number of stacked arm pairs in the whole simulation trajectory,
ntotal is the total number of conformations in the trajectory, and nmaxstacked represents
the maximum number of stacked arm pairs possible in the nanostar. The propensities
are converted into gray levels, with Pstack = 1 being black and Pstack = 0 being white.
Results show that the propensity to stack is higher when at a higher salt concentration
or a lower temperature, or with fewer central adenine bases or less arms. Changing Salt
concentration or the number of central adenine bases produces much more significant
effect compared to temperature or arm number.
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Discussion

4.1 Why conditions effect patch angle and principal

moments

As aforementioned, the distribution of inter-arm angles between unstacked arms,

linked or not linked, gets wider when at a salt concentration or when having more central

adenine bases. For salt, the trend should be associated with the shorter debye length

at a higher salt concentration due to the stronger electrostatic screening effect. The

repulsion between bases (especially the first base pairs of arms) are thus weaker, allowing

arms to explore more possible relative orientations. On the other hand, more central

adenines increase the angles’ variances in two ways. Having more central adenines first

enfeebles the stability of stack events due to the increased number of central adenines to

be stacked together. Besides, having more adenines physically separates arms (especially

their first base pairs) farther and thus allows the arms to explore more possibilities of

relative orientations. When having 10 central adenine bases per arm, a nanostar’s arms

can sometimes be parallel to each other, which is impossible for a nanostar with no

17
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central adenine bases per arm. One rare phenomenon we observed due to such flexibility

of junction is that, for one 5-arm and one 6-arm nanostar with 5 central adenine bases per

arm, sometimes their one arm ’bind’ with another arm, which means the ssDNA binding

sites at the distal ends of the two arms belonging to the same nanostar pair together.

4.2 Additional reasoning of why propensity to stack

changes

As stated in inter-arm subsection of results section, the formation of stacked arm

pairs favors higher salt concentration, fewer arms, and fewer central adenine bases per

arm. Although temperature is observed to produce negligible effects, we did observe

that an increase of temperature does facilitate the strength of fluctuations. Among all

evidences, the most major one is that nanostars’ first several base pairs of arms frequently

break and re-pair at high temperature. The minor decrease of propensity to stack when

increasing temperature should be attributed to such instability of the whole nanostar at

high temperature.

Apart from the explanations stated, the fact that we only observed linked arm pairs

stack may imply that the relative positions of bases is the true key of whether they

can stack together, and all the factors contribute to the possibility of having the central

adenines and the first base pairs of arms aligned. For the central adenines, the relative

positions of linked bases are constrained by the backbone, and the bases are thus much

more likely to align together correctly enough so that the base-stacking force can kick

in. This hypothetical process could be understand as overcoming the energy barrier

between free states and the stacked state. Shrinking Debye length can also increase the

possibility of having the bases correctly aligned and form stacked strands, especially when
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salt concentration is at 0.5 M. Debye length at 0.5 M is about 0.43 nm, which is marginally

below the typical distance between two stacked bases, ∼0.45 nm according to bare-eye

observations, and that at 0.3 M is about 0.55 nm, slightly above the typical distance,

whereas that at 0.1 M is 0.96 nm, far above the typical distance. Thus, hypothetically,

free central bases and the first base pairs are much harder to oscillate into a position at

which the base is ∼0.45 nm apart from each other at below 0.1 M salt concentration.

This hypothesis may count for the significant increase of propensity to stack at 0.5 M

compared to at 0.1 M.

4.3 If the ellipsoidal shape matter

As illustrated in Fig 3.1, a nanostar with fewer arms are less isotropic. We usually

observed that 3-arm and 4-arm nanostars roughly look like a plane, so representing them

with a sphere or a tetrahedron (typical representation for 4-arm NSs) is sometimes in

appropriate. Moreover, if stacked arm pairs present in the conformation, the isotropy

of the nanostar significantly drops because stacked arm pairs are line-like. Especially,

4-arm nanostars tend to have none or all of its arms stacked, and having one stacked arm

pair is less common, so an alternative representation of 4-arm nanostar can be a X-like

conformation, composed of two rods moving like a scissor, which can be characterized

by the angle between the two rods. Similarly, the representation of a 3-arm nanostar

with one stacked arm pair should be a rod with a moving branch linked at its junction.

5-arm nanostars behave like 4-arm ones, but the additional one arm interferes the X-

shape conformation. In addition, 6-arm nanostars with three stacked arm pairs look

like three rods pinned at the center. Thus, when the nanostar has 3 or 4 arms or when

most of its arms stacks together, an isotropic (often spherical) representation would

be misleading. Either implementing an oscillation between a ellipsoidal representation
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and a spherical representation or replacing nanostars with a ball-and-stick model with

inter-arm relationships correctly configured would be a resonable compromise between

computational simplicity (over spherical representation or isotropic rod representation)

and the low isotropy of some nanostars.

4.4 Regarding the multiple peaks in some heatmaps

For some of the heatmaps, plural peaks appear, but we neither split them into single-

peak heatmaps with constrains on conformations nor discussed why there are multiples

instead of one. The most intuitive criterion to split the heatmaps would be the number

of stacked arm pairs presenting. However, we discovered that the multiple peaks in a

single heatmap do not refer to conformations with different number of stacked arm pairs,

but usually only one specific number. Moreover, in a considerable amount of simulations,

the conformations favor a certain number of stacked arm pairs (often all or none), and

thus the resolution of the dimmed category is very low. This greatly hinders our effort

in checking if the multiple peaks attribute to inappropriate identifying of stacked arm

pairs. We can thus hardly explain why multiple peaks exist.

4.5 Limitation of predicting nanostars in network

with current results

Our work shows that nanostar’s conformation and its fluctuation clearly relate to

its design and the conditions it lives in. However, the nanostars we studied are stan-

dalone. Thus, in successive works, we will test how such conformational characteristics

of standalone nanostars transfer into those of nanostars in network, especially how the

inter-nanostar bindings rely on these known conformational characteristics for the stan-
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dalones. When multiple nanostars bind with each other, the dynamics of the bound

arms are restricted, and, through the binding sites, thermal drifts of other nanostars

significantly increase the drifting tendency of the arms. Therefore, the conclusions for

standalone nanostar’s conformational characteristics would not be directly applicable to

nanostars in network. However, the features of standalone nanostars would affect the

enthalpy and entropy of bound nanostars. The binding stability and frequency of nanos-

tars is thus expected to be indirectly related to these characteristics for the standalones.

Besides, how to characterize the nanostars in network for the convenience of increas-

ingly coarse-grained large scale simulations is also a subsequent interesting topic to be

explored.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Information

A.1 Debye length at conditions interested

The listed Debye length may be helpful in understanding the effects of salt and
temperature.

T
[NaCl]

0.05 M 0.1 M 0.3 M 0.5 M
20 ◦C 1.36 nm 0.96 nm 0.56 nm 0.43 nm
30 ◦C 1.35 nm 0.96 nm 0.55 nm 0.43 nm
40 ◦C 1.35 nm 0.95 nm 0.55 nm 0.43 nm
50 ◦C 1.34 nm 0.95 nm 0.55 nm 0.42 nm

Table A.1: Debye length calculated at 0.05 M ∼ 0.5 M NaCl and at 20 ◦C ∼ 50 ◦C.

A.2 why different length of of relaxation

We first simulated 3 6 arm nanostars with 2 central adenine bases at different con-
ditions. The nanostar structures are fully relaxed with the short length of relaxation
(15 ns). However, as we vary the designs, the nanostar structures are sometimes under-
relaxed. We increased the length of relaxation for those designs (to 30 ns), and the issue
was solved. Hence, we have different relaxation length for different designs of nanostars.

A.3 Why ’max backbone force’ and ’max backbone force far’

are different from a suggested settings

Although parameters ’max backbone force’ and ’max backbone force far’ are set to
be 10 and 1 in Doye et al.’s work[10], we set them to be 5 and 10 for both relaxation stage
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2 and simulation stage. The settings come from the sample input file[11] of relaxing DNA
structures using oxDNA. We had not realized that such settings are for relaxation only
and used it for all simulations. Near the time of finish writing this paper, we noticed this
issue, and, after discussing with Dino, we conclude that the effect of these inappropriate
parameters on our results is negligible. The 10 times increase of ’max backbone force far’
is seldom in effect because it gradually kicks in when the distance between two linked
bases goes over about 0.873 nm, while in our results such distances spread at about 0.4
nm and rarely go over 0.7 nm. For the 2 times drop of ’max backbone force’, given that
the potential is at a level of tens of KT, the effect of such change of fluctuation is way
smaller than thermal fluctuation. In addition, oxDNA promises the modified potential
to be continuous and differentiable. To verify our assertions, we repeated one simulation
for 1.5 ns, and the distances between linked base shows no noticeable change. Still, in
successive works, we may change ’max backbone force’ and ’max backbone force far’ to
10 and 1 to avoid such confusion, if DNA strands will not frequently break under those
settings.

In relaxation stage 1, ’max backbone force’ and ’max backbone force far’ are reduced
to 0.5 and 1 since our initial conformation is rather extreme. DNA structures frequently
broke when we tried to relax the initial conformations with the two parameters being 5
and 10, so the force of assembling the nanostars is reduced and, once the arms and the
junction are roughly in position, the force is tuned up to finely relax the structures.
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